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Outline
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1. Mapping and Taking Stock

2. National Values and Interests

3. Definition of  “National Security”

4. Rationale for Drafting National Security Strategy and its Scope 

5. Key Steps: Initiation, Drafting, Consultation and Approval 

6. Key Takeaways   



Typical Elements of  A National Security Strategy
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Source: DCAF, 2015. National Security Policies



Mapping and Taking Stock
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• What is the current status of

human security and safety? Need

for Security Sector Review and gap

analysis.

• What are the existing policies and

strategies related to national

security?

 How they have been

formulated?

 Have they been successfully

implemented?

 Are there gaps?

 what is missing?



National Values
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• They represent the legal and 

philosophical and moral basis for 

continuation as a nation

• They provide the sense of  national 

purpose for the nation.

• How are these values determined?

• They are usually reflected in the 

Constitution

• National Security Strategy 

Development is a way of  revisiting 

these values   



National Interests
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• Any issue that has the potential to

directly impact the pursuit of national

goals. They are derived from national

values.

• How to make concrete list of national

interests? Are national interests

determined by leaders or with citizens

as well?

• How to prioritize and categorize these

national interests?

• National Interests are context specific

and do change overtime.



National Security Definition
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• Traditional definition in military terms.

• State-centric definition 

• National Security and National Intelligence 

(e.g. the composition of  national security 

councils)

• Human security is gradually recognized but 

difficult to operationalize it.

• A modern concept of security includes three

basic dimensions: state security (territorial

defense), societal security (security and

protection of citizen population) and human

security (freedom from fear and want).



Rational, Purpose and Scope
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• Why the national security strategy 

document was produced?

• Should the strategy be broad or 

narrow? 

• Should the strategy address all 

security threats or only provide a 

general framework and guidance 

for sectoral strategies?



Key Steps: Initiation, Consultation, Drafting and Approval
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Source: DCAF, 2015. National Security Policies



Key Takeaways
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Source: www.slideshare.net/JohnPersico1/strategy-development-process


